Analysis of antiphotobleaching reagents for use with FluoroNanogold in correlative microscopy.
Correlative microscopy is an important approach for bridging the resolution gap between fluorescence and electron microscopy. We have employed FluoroNanogold (FNG) as the detection system in these types of studies. This immunoprobe consists of a gold cluster compound to which a fluorochrome-labeled antibody is covalently linked. In these preparations, the fluorescence signal from FNG is first recorded then the gold cluster compound is subjected to a silver enhancement reaction before examination by electron microscopy. Potential complications are those associated with photochemical reactions that occur during fluorescence microscopy. We have evaluated this and some anti-photobleaching agents (i.e., 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane [DABCO],p-phenylenediamine [PPD], and N-propyl gallate [NPG]) for their utility with FNG in correlative microscopy. When DABCO was employed, the gold signal from FNG was dramatically diminished but the fluorescence signal was unaffected. The gold signal of DABCO-treated samples decreased to approximately 30% of that of the other samples. On the other hand, PPD and NPG did not adversely affect the FNG labeling. We recommend that either PPD or NPG be used and that DABCO be avoided as an antiphotobleaching reagent for this technique.